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Year 9 Spotlight
This week we have a spotlight on Year 9, 
highlighting the excellent work they have 
completed since September.

Thank you to Mr Clark for always making our Computer 
Science lessons so positive and turning the learning 

experience into one full of fun.

Elliot S
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There is no doubt that school can be challenging due to the amount of work we do, however, when 
we take a moment to think, we see that these times are the best of our lives. No matter what we 

face, we can thank those who gave us the opportunity to learn.

Amelia B-T
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I want to thank Miss Taylor for teaching me 
Spanish this year. She has really motivated our 

class to work hard, helping us to understand 
and improve our grades.

Marissa M

I am happy to be back at 
school and back to learning.

Liam N
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Mrs Nicholls writes:
I wanted to share some lovely work by 
my Year 9 Business BTEC pupils.

To finish their unit of learning on Market Research, Year 

9 Business BTEC pupils were asked to conduct market 

research into the favourite foods and drinks of a chosen 

target group of people. Having decided on the target 

audience for their research, the pupils then produced 

questionnaires, collated these into tables and then had to 

produce a visual representation of their results, which would 

appeal to their target market. Some of the pupils worked 

exceptionally well, showing great teamwork and creativity. 

In particular I wanted to highlight: 

• Lily Dunn, Rebecca Lazenby, Hannah Lazenby and Lily 

Stonehouse, who researched into the favourite soft 

drinks for teenagers and came up with a fabulous 

representation of a bottle filled with the most favourite 

drinks

• Luke Hallam and Charlie Palfreyman who worked hard 

on their research into hot beverages, whilst 

• William Dalgleish and Matthew Quail who did a fine job 

with their research into favourite types of fruit

• Toby Wright and Tiago Rodriguez who created a really 

interesting representation of people’s favourite meat
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JOIN US
Gain amazing experiences, as well as excellent grades.

At Woldgate Sixth Form, we know that universities and employers are not just looking at a set of grades. 

The Sixth Form experience should be about students gaining amazing experiences, as well as excellent 

grades. This is one of the reasons why we feel it is so important to provide a wide range of enrichment 

opportunities for our students. Every student is given an allocated amount of enrichment time which is 

set aside each week so they can take part in an enrichment activity of their choice. Here are just some 

of the examples of the Enrichment activities available:

 » In-class support, work with younger students. 

 » Work experience including medical, veterinary, legal, nursing

 » Sports coaching

 » Volunteering with local charities

 » Sporting activities such as our Sixth Form football team

 » Mentoring younger pupils

 » We also offer the opportunity for students to complete online training, for example courses in 

counselling

These enrichment opportunities help students to develop an enormous range of skills, but also provide 

crucial experience for any student contemplating a certain career, for example in medicine, teaching 

or social work. 

Issue 238 April 2021 Page 7@EYSixthForm eysixthform



Our enrichment activities

ARE SECOND  
TO NONE 
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APPLY HERE

Sixth Form Prospectus - Click Here

To apply for a place, complete our initial 
application form which can be found here:

https://woldslearningpartnership.sharepoint.com/sites/wlp-sixthformportal
https://www.woldgate.net/media/wysiwyg/1608218449_EYSF%20Prospectus%20Woldgate.pdf


Business 
Studies

The Edexcel A Level Business 
qualification is a hybrid course 
offering choice and variety, with 
students having an opportunity to 
study Business and Economics in 
one qualification. 

It offers many benefits, with the Economic element 

of the course providing students with contextual 

knowledge of the larger environment in which 

businesses operate, whilst the Business component of 

the course contributes to a student’s comprehension 

and understanding of the world of commerce. Our 

Business students have a unique opportunity, as they 

are automatically enrolled as members of the Peter 

Jones Enterprise Academy. This enables them to 

access funding to set up their own business, to enter 

Flash Challenge competitions against other schools 

in the PJEA and at the end of the course they graduate 

as PJEA students at the annual Entfest Event held at 

the University of Buckingham. This course offers 

so many possibilities for them throughout the year, 

perhaps they want to set up a Pop-Up shop or enter 

the IFS Student Investors Challenge or maybe they 

would like to help manage and run the School’s new 

stationery shop too. Many of our students progress 

to University to study Business or Economic related 

Degrees. There are however other avenues to follow, 

with students pursuing work related careers or Level 

4 Business Apprenticeships with local and national 

businesses.
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An A Level in a Modern Foreign 
Language is a very valuable part 
of any subject combination. By 
following an Advanced language 
course you will be able to:

 » Stand out from the crowd. Knowledge of 

languages in the UK has decreased since GCSE 

languages became optional. This makes YOU 

very special. It puts you a step ahead of everyone 

else and makes you very attractive to universities 

and businesses all over the world.

 » Develop your language skills to a high level of 

competence.

 » Increase your knowledge of a wide range of 

issues, both current and historical, which are also 

relevant to the other subjects you are studying.

 » Get a very valuable qualification leading to Higher 

Education and future employment.

You will start with an introductory phase, bridging 

the gap between GCSE and Advanced Study. 

This will lead on to the study of: Social issues and 

trends (e.g. the ‘cyber-society’), Artistic Culture (e.g. 

cinema), Grammar, and you will study one film or 

one literary text. In your second year you will build 

French

on the skills acquired during the Year 12 course and 

further extend your knowledge of a range of topics 

within Social issues and trends (e.g. a diverse society), 

Political & Artistic Culture (e.g. demonstrations / strikes) 

and Grammar. You will also study one film and one 

literary text, and you will carry out your own research 

project. A thorough knowledge of French can lead to 

many different careers as the world has become so 

interconnected. French can be studied as a subject on 

its own or in combination with other subjects such as 

Business Studies, Law and Tourism. As well as teaching, 

translating and interpreting, French is an important asset 

in many other spheres - commerce, industry, fashion, 

publishing and communications are some examples. 

Research shows that language graduates have extremely 

good employment prospects compared with graduates 

in other areas. 
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Achieve your 
FULL 
POTENTIAL

@EYSixthForm

eysixthform

Contact info

To visit our new Sixth Form site, read the 

prospectus, and watch our Sixth Form and subject 

videos:

Enter the Sixth Form Portal via the school website 

www.woldgate.net

Or phone to speak to the Sixth Form Team 

07790 987009
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Year 8  
HPV Immunisations

On Thursday 29th April all Year 8 will be involved in HPV Immunisations.

If children could wear short sleeved shirts on this day it would be make the 
procedure more efficient and less invasive for the pupils.

If you have not yet given consent for your child to take part in this, the link 
has now expired. You can give consent verbally by ringing the team on  

0333 358 3397 > Opt 9 > Opt 2.

Careers update
1. In the KS4 area of MyLearning there is a section called STARS.  

In this section there are a range of videos that provide a variety of careers and next steps information.

2. Between 7-10th June, Hull York Medical School are running a virtual Medicine Experience Week.  
The week will include a Q&A session with a variety of doctors, academic sessions, and the opportunity to speak to current 

medical pupils and staff.

The Medicine Experience Week is intended for pupils in Year 9 upwards who are interested in a career in medicine.

Interested parties should register on the Hull York Medical School website. The session will be run via Zoom and joining 

links will be sent prior to the event

3. National Citizen Service (NCS).

Recruitment for the summer 2021 has begun. NCS is a summer programme that gives pupils an opportunity to take part 

in a once in a life time project. Pupils aged 16-17 can take part in the two or three week project. For the project they will 

participate in a community project for a cause close to their heart. Whilst on the project, pupils will meet new people, 

take on new challenges and create life long memories. This maximum cost for this whole experience is £50.

Please go to www.wearencs.com for further information and registration.
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After a week of sunny days, it has been wonderful to see our children being able to 
be outside, playing and relaxing and enjoying the facilities the school provides. I also 
hope, for you, as the lockdown restrictions have eased they bring new experiences 
and time to be outside as a family.

The transition for our families from being in lockdown to returning to school and then enjoying the outdoors more has been 

easier for some than others. It is natural that even as adults the return to being outdoors and encountering others, especially 

if our work has kept us home-based, can admittedly be daunting. For children these feelings are to be expected and as the 

routines of school re-establish themselves, some will find the structure and the relationships with their friends have been 

helpful in returning to the new normal. Some children, though, have found these changes difficult. We, as parents, are clearly 

an antenna that broadcasts either consciously or unconsciously some of our worries and naturally children will, without our 

life experience or understanding, struggle as many adults do, not only to understand the impact upon themselves of this 

pandemic, but also on their parents and grandparents.

Even with my own children I find my near automatic reaction to step back when meeting someone who is less concerned 

about social distancing, is noticeable to my children. I don’t want them to feel this is the norm, as interacting with others is a 

life skill and so vitally important – especially mixing with those who have different perspectives and experiences to ourselves. 

I want them to feel at ease, but it is difficult as all of our experiences recently from the delivery person dropping off a parcel, 

to doing the shopping, to being out and about has changed so radically. For some, even the flexibility the day may have 

provided at home has changed, with many parents commenting on how the routines of their teenage children have changed 

throughout lockdown.

As children continue to be together at school, it is important we not only look to help our children make this transition back 

into the daily routines in school and at home, as mentioned last week, but we also are careful to support other parents and 

speak to school if you are worried for your child or another. These times are abnormal and therefore we need to be conscious 

that communication is so vitally important and an important step in ensuring we support our children and their friends with 

this transition back into school and helping them to manage carefully the easing of lockdown.

Executive  
Headteacher’s Welcome

Cont. Over
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The Young Minds charity provides guidance, for us, as parents, and our children.

1. Talk to your child about how they are feeling about how going back to school has gone and the phased ending of 

lockdown - try not to make assumptions. Ask them if they are worried or feel scared about anything, but also if they 

are excited about or looking forward to something. No matter how your child feels, let them know that it is completely 

normal to feel a mixture of emotions and that everyone will be in the same boat. 

2. Provide your child with as much information about their new routine and school/home day as you can. This will help 

them to prepare for any changes that have been made to the timings of their day, the layout of their classroom, their 

peer groups and playtimes. Talk about re-establishing study at home and the patterns of the day that existed prior to 

lockdown, even if you continue to find your day is not so predictable.

3. Reassure your child. During the lockdown we have been told to stay at home, remain socially distant from others and 

wash our hands regularly. This means children may find it difficult to go back to the new normal because it will be a huge 

change from what they have been asked to do during the pandemic. Talk with your child about ways they can stay safe at 

school and outside.

4. Re-establish a routine to help ease into school life.  During lockdown it is understandable that your family’s routine 

may have changed. Children are likely to have been waking up later or going to bed later. To help them try to gradually 

get them back into their usual morning, evening study routines and bedtime.

5. Don’t put pressure on yourself. The transition back into new normal is likely to take some time. Lots of children will 

experience ups and downs. Try your best to support, reassure and comfort them, without putting pressure on yourself.

6. Think ahead. As well as reflecting on what has happened during the past few weeks, it is important to help children 

develop hope and a sense of excitement for the future. At a time like this, it can be hard to feel positive, but identifying 

the things that they can look forward to will help them to realise that the current situation won’t last forever and their 

feelings will change.

Do though seek support if you need it. Transitioning back to school and now into the new normal after being in lockdown is 

no easy task. You may find that your child struggles to get back into home or school routines and experiences difficulties. If 

this is the case, reach out to school as soon as you can so that you can make them aware of the challenges and work together 

to support your child. If you are concerned about your child’s mental health and you think they need professional support, 

speak to the school and your GP about the best next step.

As adults some will find these changes easier than others, for our children it is a significant change and one they also need to 

manage responsibly to keep all safe and themselves well both mentally and physically.

Mr J Britton 
Executive Headteacher
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Head 
of School

As children we grow up 
with children’s literature. 
Often these are books 
that adults can certainly 
still read and enjoy (I am 
encountering the Harry 
Potter books for the first 
time through reading 
them with my children – 
they are excellent). 

One of the big steps as a reader is 

that transition for books intended 

primarily for children to books 

that are adult orientated: often 

termed ‘literary fiction’ – or the 

classics. This is a big jump. There 

is the difficulty of these books, 

the challenge of empathising with 

an older protagonist, and often 

the complexity of the ideas. The 

first challenging book that a child 

encounters on their own – not 

because it is something they have 

to read for English or because they 

have been cajoled into doing it – is 

best overcome because they want 

to understand it; that they have the 

intrinsic motivation to pick it up and 

the will to stay with it.

It took me some time to make that 

step and I believe I finally took it 

because I chose the book myself. 

There was not a library in the village 

I grew up in – the nearest was a 

long bus ride away. A bus ticket was 

clearly cheaper than buying a new 

book and so I would often make 

the trip. I remember looking at the 

shelves until somehow one title stuck 

out at me – Worstward Ho! by Samuel 

Beckett. If you have ever read it you 

will know what an unlikely book it 

was to choose for a first adventure 

into more challenging literature. I 

don’t know why I picked it up – and 

I doubt I understood much about it 

then (I am not sure I fully understand 

it even now...) However I stayed with 

it because it intrigued me. The more I 

read about Beckett’s work, the more 

that intensified – his play about the 

two men who wait for a man named 

Godot who never appears or the 

shortest play in the English language 

– simply the sound of someone 

taking a breath while the lights go up 

on a stage full of rubbish.

Key Dates

Summer Term 2021

Tuesday 13 April 
– Friday 28 May

Bank Holiday 
Monday 3 May 
(schools closed 
on this date)

Monday 7 June 
– Friday 23 July.

Staff Training Days

Monday 12 April 2021

Monday 26 July 2021

Parents’ Evenings

Monday 26 April 
Year 11 Evening Two

Wednesday 5 May 
Year 8 Evening One

Wednesday 12 May 
Year 8 Evening Two

Tuesday 18 May 
Year 9 Evening One

Tuesday 25 May 
Year 9 Evening Two

Cont. Over
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Jessica Town

Emily Nevill

The line from Worstward Ho! that 

stays with me the most is one of his 

most famous lines: 

“Ever tried. Ever failed. No 
matter. Try again. Fail again.  
Fail better.” 

Aspiring not to fear failure but 

instead to strive to fail better is 

some of the best advice I have ever 

received. It calls upon us not to give 

up, to become despondent, or to 

avoid risk – but to embrace the fact 

that failure is always a risk when we 

try to improve ourselves. To have the 

courage to do this – even if we fail – is 

always of merit. It is something we 

as a school value. It is something that 

develops character. 

That advice only cost me the price of 

a bus ticket. A reminder that public 

libraries reopened on the 12th of 

April. We hope to re-open book 

lending in school through class-based 

book boxes after half term. I hope 

that your child finds something in the 

coming weeks to enjoy reading.

Congratulations this week go to 

Libby Sloman in Year 7, Jakob 

Hesmondhalgh and Samantha Stones 

in Year 8, Joshua Richards in Year 

9, Ruby Waller in Year 10, Alannah 

Codling-Reed in Year 11, Joshua 

Ingledew in Year 12, and Yasmine 

Katib in Year 13 for the most rewards 

in the previous week and so for 

earning the Head of School award.

Best wishes to you all.

Mr G Davies 
Head of School
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M
A
S
K

Children’s Mental Health
With 75% of mental health problems in 
adult life (excluding dementia) starting 
by the age of 18 - it’s clear that the signs 
in childhood are spotted, the better. 
This has never been so important, with 
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 
and subsequent lockdown last summer 
and after Christmas having a widespread 
and profound impact on mental health 
nationwide.

At Woldgate School, our staff and Care & Achievement 

Coordinators understand the signs and behaviours that 

could point to a child or young person needing support 

to maintain their mental wellbeing. It is vital that parents 

and close family members also understand these signs, so 

children get the support they need immediately.

If you have urgent concerns about your child’s mental health 

and wellbeing, please speak to your GP or call the Young 

Minds parents helpline on 0808 802 5544 for advice. Please 

also contact your child’s Care & Achievement Coordinator to 

arrange a meeting to discuss how we can support your child 

in school.

‘MASK’ is a simple acronym to help you remember 

some of the signs and what to look out for if you’ve started 

to feel concerned about your child’s mental health.

Mood They get irritable, argumentative or 

aggressive towards you. They may blame 

you if things go wrong. They can also 

become withdrawn

Actions They may experience changes in eating 

and sleeping patterns.

Social They suddenly appear especially bored, 

lonely or withdrawn. Losing interest in 

friends and other things they liked to do 

or missing school are common warning 

signs.

Keep Talking Refusing or being reluctant to talk about 

how they’re feeling is common. But keep 

listening and ask how they are feeling. 

When they do open up, make sure they 

know there’s someone there who really 

cares.

Safeguarding at 
Woldgate School

Mr Sloman writes:

Cont. Over
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What can I do to help?
Talking to your child is a key part of understanding what 

they might be going through. The best way to approach 

this is with a casual conversation – ask them how they are 

feeling and let them say what they want to say will help.

The chat doesn’t have to go straight into asking about their 

mental health, it’s more about asking about their day and 

making sure you make the time to listen. The more you talk 

and listen - the sooner your child will know that they can 

talk to you when they need to.

Linking a young person to self-help information they can 

read and use at their own pace will allow them some privacy 

and the opportunity to do this in their own time.

It is important to encourage a child or young person to 

look after themselves by eating healthily, getting enough 

exercise and sleeping well. How they feel physically will 

have a huge impact on their emotional health.

Please do contact us if you would like any further 

information or support.

Mr L Sloman 
Deputy Headteacher 
Head of Care and Achievement

Transition Update
Ms Minton writes:

It was wonderful this week to have 
dedicated Teams meets with our 

lovely Year 6 pupils at Bishop Wilton 
and Barmby Moor Primary Schools. 

Although virtual, it was still an 
opportunity for pupils to see the faces 

of key staff involved in their journey 
up to secondary school, share any 

worries and to ask any questions that 
they may have. A massive thank you to 
both primary schools for your support 

with these events.
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This week has been an 
exciting one for Lower 

School with Year 8 beginning 
the process of choosing the options 
subjects that they will follow in Year 9. 
Our pupils will begin to create their own 
pathway and build a timetable that is 
personal and individual.

This year, our Year 8 pupils will choose two subjects - one 

from the performance discipline and one from the technical 

discipline:

The Technical Discipline consists of: Business Studies, 

Business and Enterprise, Food and Nutrition, Product 

Design, ICT, and Computer Science. 

The Performance Discipline consists of: Art, Drama, 

Applied Sports Studies, Physical Education, Music, and 

Media Studies.

An additional Language and Religious Education are also 

possible options choices.

To support this process taking place and as our usual 

Performance and Technical evening will not be able to go 

ahead, we are pleased to launch our online Options Portal 
this year, which will allow parents and pupils to  

see the options they can select from by downloading our 

Performance and Technical Options Booklet and watching 

a presentation from Mr Davies that would, in normal 

times, form the basis for the evening. This online portal 

is accessible using your child’s MyLearning login details. 

If you do not have these details, please email itsupport@

woldgate.net. 

Our Year 8 Parents’ Evening will take place on 
Wednesday the 5th of May and Wednesday the 12th 
May to also enable you to discuss choices with your child’s 

subject teachers. Following this, pupils will have the 

opportunity to choose their options in school and these 

choices will be communicated with parents for approval.

Pupils have been introduced to the options process this 

week and have watched a presentation from Mr Davies 

outlining their choices. Subject teachers are also on hand 

in lessons to answer any questions pupils may have- please 

encourage your child to ask any questions they have as we 

want this process to be as supportive as possible for them. I 

hope this will help our pupils to feel a sense of reassurance 

and excitement about their upcoming academic journey 

even amid the challenges we face this year. If you have any 

queries about the options process, please email options@
woldgate.net and the most relevant member of staff will 

get back to you as soon as possible.

Ms A Minton 
Head of Lower School

Ms Minton writes:

Lower 
School
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Mrs Atkinson writes:

I would like to take the opportunity to thank of our Upper School 
pupils for their commitment and positive attitude, especially so during 

the Year 11 assessments taking place this week.

It was lovely to visit lessons to give praise to those classes who topped the charts for the greatest number of awards in the 

last week. I know that those pupils who received messages, chocolates, or phone calls home, must have been very proud! It 

is always a pleasure to seek out the children to tell them how well they are doing. The Care and Achievement Coordinators 

have also been delivering the House Heroes and Bronze, Silver and Gold Badges! Your child has worked hard to achieve those 

merits, so please encourage them to wear the badges with pride.

It is unfortunate that we cannot yet run an Upper School evening where we usually share information on key revision ideas. 

Last week we shared some exam tips and I hope that you have found them useful. Please continue to check ClassCharts and 

encourage your child to complete the set tasks. There are many revision materials on MyLearning where understanding of 

key areas can be consolidated, as well as practise of past exam-style questions.

At Woldgate School, we have created a warm and caring environment in which each pupil can aim for excellence. It is even 

more important to continue to maintain discipline so that each pupil can work in an environment where they feel secure and 

cared for. Considering this, we would like that you remind your child of the importance of having healthy drinks and water 

and to not bring in sugar and caffeine fuelled drinks into school. These drinks can alter their behaviour and moods and can 

negatively impact the way they respond to basic expectations. If this behaviour impacts or breaches our expectations during 

a controlled assessment, this may risk them losing the opportunity for that paper to be counted toward their final grades.

Upper 
School

Cont. Over
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Pupils are always reminded of the 

expectations and in this week’s science 

assessments, for example, some standard 

guidance was provided. These are listed 

below:

You will need a calculator, pen (black 
or blue), pencil and ruler for your 
assessment

You must either hand your phone in to 
your teacher at the start of the lesson 
or put it on silent and place it in your 
bag on the floor.

You will have the first part of the 
lesson to revise, but before your 
assessment paper is handed out, you 
need to put all your books and notes in 
your bag on the floor.

You will not be permitted to go to the 
toilet during the assessment.

Candidates with additional time 
will be given the opportunity to take 
their allocated time at the end of the 
assessment.

Assessments must be completed under 
exam conditions. Even if you have 
finished your assessment you must sit 
in silence until everyone else has finished 
and the papers have been collected.

We need to ensure that each pupil gets the 

best chance at reaching their potential, so 

please encourage your child to be prepared 

by completing their set work, bringing all 

the necessary equipment, and giving of their 

absolute best, whether that is during revision 

sessions, catch – up sessions on Mondays and of 

course, during the assessments. We know that we 

each play a small part in each other’s success, so 

please look after yourselves and each other.

Mrs I Atkinson 
Head of Upper School
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Mrs Lawson writes:

As our Year 13 students embark on their final few weeks of Sixth Form, 
for our Year 12 students it may still seem a long way off. However, with 

only 11 weeks until the end of term, it won’t be long at all before they need 
to start making some decisions about what they want to do post-18. 

For students completing Sixth Form, there are a number of options, but the main ones are university, apprenticeships, or 

employment. Some students may choose to take a Gap Year before embarking on one of these pathways.

University

With over 50,000 courses on offer at more than 395 providers in the UK, there is a course out there for everyone. However, 

with so much choice it can be difficult to know where to start. The most important thing at this point is research, research, 

research. The first decision a student needs to make is what subject area they are interested in studying at university. If they’re 

not sure, I would recommend using sacu-student.com and using the A level Match Tool to begin exploring degree courses 

that would be accessible to them based on the subjects they are studying in Sixth Form. Once they have explored ideas for 

courses, I would encourage students to research those courses at specific universities. It is important to research universities 

that are offering places to candidates who will achieve grades roughly in line with the grades you expect to achieve, and to 

look at a range of entry requirements, with some more aspirational and some to act as a safety net. As we move through the 

summer term, we will be supporting students to complete the first drafts of their personal statements, and providing advice 

and guidance sessions around how to choose a university, how to write a personal statement, and how to complete the UCAS 

application form.
Cont over >
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Form
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Apprenticeships and Employment

In essence, an apprenticeship is a job, with further study 

built in. Usually an apprentice would spend 80% of their 

time at their place of work and 20% at their place of 

employment. Each apprenticeship vacancy will specify 

how a student needs to apply – applications are usually 

made direct to the employer — through an application 

form, or a CV and covering letter. Students can search for 

current apprenticeships on the National Apprenticeship 

website. Apprenticeship vacancies appear throughout the 

year – each will give a deadline for applications, and start 

dates. Vacancies with larger firms often start appearing 

from September, but most start to be advertised from 

January or February onwards. Smaller businesses might 

start recruiting a month or two before the job starts, so if 

you hope to start work in August or September 2022, start 

looking from March/April 2021 onwards. Apprenticeships 

can be highly competitive, so it is a good idea to get 

support with cover letters and CVs, and any student who 

is definitely not intending to apply to university will be 

encuraged to start drafting their CV this term.

Finally, I would like to congratulate the following students 

on achieving the highest number of rewards in the 

Sixth Form this week: Laura Cirstea, James Cousins, Flo 

Fitzpatrick, Harry Guy, Georgia Pratt and Saffron Sunley.

Mrs K Lawson 

Head of Sixth Form

T H E  E A S T  Y O R K S H I R E

S I X T H  F O R M
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Mrs Geary writes:

Cont. Over

At Woldgate School, we 
are always interested in 

the latest studies and research 
and how it might support our pupils in 
a more focussed way.  During the home 
learning period, Ms France our SENCO, 
Mrs Bellwood our HLTA and I attended 
an online course which focussed on girls 
and autism.  It was extremely useful and 
has begun to inform our practice for 
helping girls with autism in class and in 
the school as a whole.  

Autism or Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) is thought 

to impact 1% of the population. More men and boys 

are currently diagnosed with autism than women and 

girls ratio at a ratio of about 4:1, so why are more males 

diagnosed than females? The answer is not straightforward. 

It is thought that females are less likely to be diagnosed 

because of gender bias in the diagnostic techniques and 

tools; stereotyped expectations and/or how well females 

can adopt compensatory strategies or their ability to ‘mask’. 

Many females with autism rote learn conversational phrases 

in order to fit in following a script from others. They can 

copy other girls’ behaviour and mask or camouflage their 

innate autistic difficulties. Because of this, social time can 

be exhausting. Females with autism can be naïve or have an 

extreme drive to fit in. This means they are vulnerable to 

being controlled or bullied especially on social media. They 

may prefer to be friends with males as this is often seen as 

‘easier’.

Some females are thought to be ‘too sociable’ to have 

autism. However, some can be more inclined towards being 

sociable as a desire to fit in. Some can have big emotional 

responses to things others are completely the opposite 

looking like they have no reaction at all. Females with 

autism may be quieter, may hide their feelings and may 

appear to cope better with social situations; they have 

described feeling like they’re wearing a mask covering their 

own true self and all of their feelings from the world.

Females with autism can have special interests which 

are sometimes not as easy to spot than in their male 

counterparts. Their social interests can often be the same 

as their peers although the intensity of their interest may 
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differentiate them from their peers. Special interests may 

have a nurturing or social focus. This may include things like 

make up - they may spend hours looking up tutorials online 

and spend a lot of time perfecting their own make up. They 

may have vivid imaginations and have a fantasy world. 

Females with autism can fall under the radar prior to a 

diagnosis. They might not ask for help. They may have 

anxiety difficulties and attendance at school may be an 

issue due to refusals. 

Autism in girls is thought to often be misdiagnosed as a 

mental health concern e.g. anxieties, depression, PTSD 

(Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) or phobias. It is thought 

that 30% of females with an eating disorder go on to get an 

autism diagnosis. 

Support with emotional regulation can be extremely 

helpful. 

In summary: what does autism look like in girls?

Special interests could be animals, music, Art, 
Literature, fashion or make up

Strong imagination - fantasy world

Arranging and organising objects

Not wanting to play/socialise with girls

Wanting to dictate the rules of play

Mimicking others in social situations to blend in

Holding emotions in at school then becoming 
overwhelmed at home

Strong sensitivities to touch or sounds e.g. tags on 
clothes or socks

There are some really interesting books available on the 

subject of autism in girls. A lot are written by females with 

autism and offer an insightful perspective.  For example:  

The Independent Woman’s Handbook for Super Safe 
Living on the Autism Spectrum. By Robyn Steward

The Spectrum Girl’s Survival Guide: How to Grow Up 
Awesome and Autistic. By Siena Castellon

Can You See Me? By Libby Scott and Rebecca Westcott 

The Girl with the Curly Hair. By Alis Rowe

A Kind of Spark. By Ellie McNicoll

Girls and Autism: Educational, Family and Personal 
Perspectives. By Barry Carpenter

For more details, please contact Ms France or Mrs Geary

Mrs S Geary 
Head of Inclusion
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Rewards
Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit, character 

and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and achievements are 

recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils understand these 

core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and a successful life, 

and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT 206,388

A
ct

s 
of

 G
re

at TOTAL 
HOUSE 

POINTS:

46,320VALUE 11,814

CHARACTER 20,406

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for 

exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute to 

each House reward total:

House rewards since September:

52,377 51,780

53,887

58,89458,234
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Acts of Great Merit
The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially 

deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production 

of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an 

outstanding assessment outcome.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week 

are:

Year 7:  Libby Sloman

Year 8:  Amelia Bottom

Year 9:  Lily Featherstone

Year 10: Ethan Beck

Year 11: Alannah Codling-Reed

Year 12: Connor Brogan

Year 13: Arielle Jones

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example, 

demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively 

engaging with the wider community.

The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this 

week are:

Year 7:  Euan Frith

Year 8:  Daniel Brett

Year 9:  Eva Harris

Year 10: Zachary Bean

Year 11: Amelia Beck

Year 12: Rebecca Rust

Year 13: Charlotte Wheatley

Acts of Great Value
The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those 

acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For 

instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence, 

to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week 

are:

Year 7:  Charlie Carter

Year 8:  Martin Hines

Year 9:  Stanley Beasley

Year 10: William Ashworth

Year 11: Elena Gogean

Year 12: Flo Fitzpatrick

Year 13: Emily Russell

Please discuss these values with 
your child, and do regularly look at 

your child’s rewards on the 
ClassCharts Parents’ App.

Every week, our Newsletter 
and weekly pupil briefing 

highlights examples of our pupils 
demonstrating each of these 

values, and we encourage all of 
our pupils to embody each of these 

values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement 
Coordinators

Year 7
Mrs S Clark

07790 987139

sclark@woldgate.net

Year 10
Miss S Black

07790 987142

sblack@woldgate.net

Year 8
Miss G Parkin

07790 987137

gparkin@woldgate.net

Year 11
Mrs C Wright

07790 987007

cwright@woldgate.net

Year 9
Mr M Elwers

07790 987131

melwers@woldgate.net

Sixth Form
Mrs R Bourne

07790 987009

rbourne@woldgate.net
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